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Proposed funcBons of coordina9on between modali9es: 
• Seman9cs/pragma9cs (e.g., Ozyurek 2014)

• Speech planning (e.g., BuUerworth & BeaWe 1978)

• Prosody (e.g., Krivokapic et al. 2017)

IdenBfying co-speech gestures: Researchers have hypothesized for both speech 
(ar9culatory) and co-speech (e.g., manual) movements that kinema9c landmarks
such as magnitude or velocity extrema can be used to quan9ta9vely iden9fy 
gestural ac9on units.

Gesture Density—the rate of gesturing—is known to reflect:
• Speech rate, pragma9c context, (non-)interac9onal seWng 

(Krauss et al. 1996, HosteUer et al. 2007, Bavelas et al. 2008)

ElicitaBon: Three unscripted communica9ve tasks designed to elicit dis9nct varie9es 
of co-speech hand gestures: demonstra,on, preference, and selec,on
Data: 2-D video-derived hand movement kinema9cs for 6 right-handed speakers

Hypothesis (a):
• Hand gesture density is shown to vary dependent on the prosodic speech region

during which it occurs.

• Highest gesture density occurs in proximity to within-turn phrase boundaries.

Hypothesis (b): 
• Gesture density also varies by gesture magnitude: medium- and large-magnitude 

gestures are more dense than small-magnitude gestures within prosodic regions.

• Turn (and phrase) starts have low density for small-magnitude gestures.

Hand gesture density pa/erning is sensi0ve to the prosodic importance of speech 
regions, such as phrase boundaries, floor exchanges, and prominence peaks, as 
compared to other less important regions in the speech, concurring with previous 
findings (Krahmer & Swerts 2007; Krivokapić et al. 2017; Leonard & Cummins 2011).

Other SpeculaBons:

• At the beginning of a speech turn, hand gestures, especially small ones, may be 
inhibited, and hand gesturing becomes more dense as speech proceeds to turn-
internal phrase starts and ends and speech-turn ends.

• While phrase edges at turn changes poten9ally are richly mul9modally cued 
(longer pauses, head nods, smiles, laughs, brow raises), turn-internal phrase 
edges may rely more narrowly on dense manual gesturing.  This may serve a 
floor-holding func,on that differs from the floor yielding behavior at turn edges.

• Given that hand gestures occur more densely toward the end of an uUerance (see 

also Loehr 2007), yet speech final-lengthening—‘stretching’—also occurs here,
=> this seems to suggest a disassocia9on between speech and co-speech 
gesture, such that the co-speech gestures are not rigidly linked or 
anchored to specific phone9c material.

Hand Gesture ExtracBon:
• Right hand movement velocity 

obtained from FlowAnalyzer
• Velocity peaks automa9cally 

iden9fied and z-scored
• Peaks clustered as small, 

medium, or large magnitudes
Prosodic Regions: 
• ±200ms around phrase

edges (i.e. start/end)
• No9ng in par9cular which are 

also speech-turn start/end
• ±200ms around acous9c 

prominence peaks
• Also no9ng those including a 

phrasal pitch accent
• ‘Elsewhere regions’ labeled in 

acous9c speech data (>15ms)

5. Conclusions

• Quan9ta9ve proper9es of hand gesture are dependent on prosodic region. 

• Small-magnitude hand gestures may paUern differently in this regard—less 
densely—than medium- or large-magnitude hand gestures.

• Gesturing density may func9on in guiding felicitous conversa9onal turn 
management in communica9ve interac9on.

• These results hint that mul9modal co-speech gestures may par9cularly serve to 
facilitate conversaBonal floor holding, rather than being 9ghtly related to 
speech prosody as characterized by phrase boundaries and phrasal prominence.

Density: Peaks per second (PPS) value, a 9me-normalized measure of hand gesture 
density, averaged by speech region and by speaker.

Analysis: PPS mean values compared by groups
• Speech region membership and gesture-magnitude cluster membership used as 

predictor variables

Spoken language interac9on is mul0modal, comprising: 
speech, manual gesture, facial expression, body posture, etc.

Hypotheses
(a) Prosodically important regions will give rise to increased 

hand gesture density, and density will vary by region.  
(b)  Gestural density will be sensi9ve to 

gestural magnitude and its prosodic distribu9on.
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Prosodically Important Phrasal Regions
• Highest density of hand gestures at turn-internal phrase edges (start and end)
• Small-magnitude hand gestures, across all phrasal regions, have lower density 

and counts compared to medium- and large-magnitude hand gestures.
• Especially lower density at speech-turn starts.

Prosodically Important Prominence Regions
• Hand gesture density findings are unaffected by defining prominence as pitch 

accented acous9c prominences versus acous9c prominence (more generally).
• Prominent regions have greater hand gesture density than Elsewhere and turn-

start regions.
• In prominent regions, small-magnitude gestures showed lower densi9es and 

counts than  medium- and large-magnitude gestures.


